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Disclaimer

The content and views expressed in this material are those of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views or opinion of the ERA-Net SES initiative. Any
reference given does not necessarily imply the endorsement by ERA-Net SES.

About ERA-Net Smart Energy Systems

ERA-Net Smart Energy Systems (ERA-Net SES) is a transnational joint programming
platform of 30 national and regional funding partners for initiating co-creation and
promoting energy system innovation. The network of owners and managers of
national and regional public funding programs along the innovation chain provides
a sustainable and service oriented joint programming platform to finance projects
in thematic areas like Smart Power Grids, Regional and Local Energy Systems,
Heating and Cooling Networks, Digital Energy and Smart Services, etc.
Co-creating with partners that help to understand the needs of relevant
stakeholders, we team up with intermediaries to provide an innovation eco-system
supporting consortia for research, innovation, technical development, piloting and
demonstration activities. These co-operations pave the way towards
implementation in real-life environments and market introduction.
Beyond that, ERA-Net SES provides a Knowledge Community, involving key demo
projects and experts from all over Europe, to facilitate learning between projects
and programs from the local level up to the European level.
www.eranet-smartenergysystems.eu
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, the world has experienced increased installed capacity of
renewable energy sources (RES) as part of the effort to mitigate climate change and
global warming. Solar-based and wind-based energy production gaining a massive
popularity over the past few years and are being installed in an ever-growing trend.
In 2019 alone more than 175,700 MW of new distributed renewable energy sources
worldwide were installed compared to 2018, which put the new world’s capacity at
2,536,853 MW. Thereunder wind with under 59,000 MW onshore and offshore
combined and Solar with just over 97,500 MW of installed capacity. Those two
energy sources are responsible for almost 48% of the world’s renewable energy
capacity and show an ever-increasing trend regarding the installed capacity[1].
Though gaining popularity in the past few years, Solar and wind energy generating
plants possess some rather problematic characteristics, namely the lack of constant
and steady energy production, which is traced back to their weather dependency.
Their weather-dependency causes irregular electricity production, which does not
go hand-in-hand with the specifications of the protection system of the power grid,
as irregular power feed-in is more than capable of jeopardising the integrity of the
power grid.As part of the EU’s “2030 climate and energy framework”, increasing
integration of RES will directly affect the need for more flexible consumption and
generation of electricity. The international energy agency (IEA) defines energy
flexibility as the ability of a power supply system to maintain a continuous and
reliable supply in cases of large imbalance[2]. Sector coupling refers to the
electrification of end-users sectors, namely the transportation (e.g. electric vehicles
or H2 cars) and heating (e.g. heat-pumps or H2-heating systems) sectors.
This deliverable will focus on the current flexibility markets and business models in
the countries of HONOR’s consortium partners and will give a view to how those
markets could look in the future on a regional and national level, also with
consideration to sector coupling.
This document is a direct successor of D2.1 – Requirements and expected benefits
of flexibility markets

1.1

Background

The marketing of flexibilities depends in particular on the design of the business
models. It is necessary to offer the operators of flexible loads and generators
incentives through a suitable business model to also offer their flexibilities on the
market. In co-creation workshops, the developed concept of a flexibility market was
presented and discussed in order to involve the operators of flexible loads and
generators in the definition of the market. In this way, the needs of the participants
Deliverable D2.2 | Business Models for Traders of Grid Flexibility
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are to be taken into account in the market design and a high level of acceptance for
this market is to be created. Likewise, technical restrictions by the plants should be
taken into account in order to be able to guarantee the economic viability of the
market. Only if the market is economically viable it can be used sensibly. Scope and
Objectives
This deliverable aims at exploring the current flexibility market situation and
flexibility trading models in the consortium-members’ countries and give a look at
how those markets are likely to develop and change in the future on the regional
and national level, baring in mind sector coupling integration and therefore a higher
need for flexibility due to more power in the grid.

2 ENERGY FLEXIBILITY AGGREGATION
Since the increased digitalisation and smart metering in energy distribution systems
new business models came into being. Aggregators are new market players that can
optimise the use of distributed energy resources and in this way contribute to the
demand-side flexibility. An aggregator is a grouping of agents in the power systems,
which can consist of consumers, producers, prosumers or a mix of them. This allows
to engage in power system markets or selling services to the operator as a single
entity. Such approach requires IT control system infrastructure in order to make
forecasts and provide services to the grid.
Generally speaking, flexibility aggregation clusters decentralized generation and
consumption allowing energy provision and services to stakeholders within a
system. Whereby aggregation offers the opportunity especially for smaller
residential and commercial customers to exploit their flexibility potential, who faced
barriers entering the flexibility market before. The provision and services include,
e.g. shifting loads, balancing services to Transmission System Operators (TSOs), or
local flexibility to Distribution System Operators (DSOs), namely flexibility.
Aggregators can play an important role in providing demand side-flexibility,
especially from the residential sector as residential customers are often small
actors, who are in need of cheap service with least possible effort. Nonetheless,
there are several requirements to exploit the total potential of demand-side
flexibility and other distributed energy sources:
1) a regulatory framework
2) advanced metering infrastructure (smart meters, broadband communication
infrastructure, network remote control and automation systems and large amounts
of real-time data)
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3) advanced forecasting tools and techniques to optimise the scheduling of
distributed energy resources (enabling a better prediction of the Variable
Renewable Energy (VRE) profiles and load).

Figure 1: Illustration of GOFLEX Concept (GOFLEX, Report on Demonstration Results Evaluation – Use
Case 3, 2020)

Flexibility aggregation has two aspects to it, which go hand-in-hand with each other,
namely physical and virtual. The aggregation enables a better integration of
renewable energy resources by providing both demand- and supply-side flexibility
services to the grid. The provision of demand-side flexibility is carried out via
aggregating demand-response resources or action of the energy storage units to
grid requirements. Supply-side flexibility is presented by optimising power
generation from flexible resources such as combined heat and power plants (CHP),
biogas installations, and the use of energy storage units. The optimisation of
operation is performed by means of historical and forecasted data on demand, data
on generation assets and prices[3].
2.1

Physical Flexibility Aggregation

A system can operate in a flexible manner when it can react to sudden and
spontaneous changes throughout the supply chain, while maintaining a costeffective operation.
Power system (and energy) flexibility is the ability of this system to adjust itself to
quick changes in demand as well as in production.
The conventional European power supply system is very much predictable as
consumption behaviour accompanied by very little changes to it and energy
production is being carried out mainly via fossil-based energy sources. Those fossilbased power plants can offer a steady and controllable energy production. These
conditions allow a so-called “day-ahead handle”, in which energy production
amounts are being planned from one day for the next one.
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As energy production is experiencing a shifting towards renewable-based, lowcarbon-emitting generation, flexibility is becoming more and more considerable.
This is due to the fact that situations such as “dark doldrums” (no sun and wind
available) affect and hinder energy production.
Flexibility is important for maintaining the power delivery system, as a certain
amount of electricity has to flow through the system in order to prevent it from
collapsing.

Figure 2: Scales of Flexibility

2.2

Virtual Flexibility Aggregation

Aggregators have great potential to be a critical actor enabling demand-side
flexibility in all end-use sectors by operating a virtual power plant (VPP). There are
already functioning aggregators in industrial and commercial sectors, but in
residential sector they are still represented at a pilot project level[4].
Virtual flexibility aggregation contains two perspectives, namely the generation side
and the consumption side.
Generation flexibility aggregation is usually regarded as a so-called virtual power
plant (VPP), or a VPP-like constellation. A VPP aims at networking decentralized
distributed energy sources while applying Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) where data related to weather forecasts, electricity prices in
wholesale markets, overall power supply and consumption trends are processed to
optimise the operation of DERs included in the VPP. The purpose is to enable a
combination of a large number of small generating units and merge them virtually
to the constellation of a VPP. Each of the systems making up the VPP are
dispatchable and controlled via a control centre of the operator but still operate as
independent units to the owners. Thus, distributed energy resources (DERs) and
storages of small capacity can take part in balancing, wholesale or flexibility markets
as required scale is reached through aggregation. Aggregation through VPPs also
reduces the risk to each generator or storage with small capacity of providing
flexibility, as aggregator takes the risk and also compensates by diversifying with
help of several flexibility providers[5].
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As for consumption, historically, SOs were utilizing demand response on large
consumers, mainly industrial, as it was quicker and easier to carry out than
calculating and approaching a vast amount of small end-users.
As energy production shifts towards renewables, while neglecting easy-to-control
fossil-based generation, flexibility in the distribution system is becoming more
prominent and with combination with current grid technologies, aggregating
smaller groups of consumers is less elaborate.Nowadays, flexibility in the
distribution system is becoming more prominent and with combination with current
grid technologies, aggregating smaller groups of consumers is less elaborate.
This consumption side can be seen as demand response aggregation. To that mean,
flexibility measures, or so-called, flexibility offers, are being utilised in order to
control the loads of numerous small consumers (i.e. Households) in so-called
aggregation groups. The more heterogenous those groups are, the more resilient
and flexible they are (for instance a small factory operating during the day can rely
on PV, whereas ones operating in the night will get power from wind turbines).

2.3

Flexibility and Sector Coupling

The concept of sector coupling gains an ever-more vital role in fighting global
warming and environmentally harmful emissions. One study conducted by UNEP:
“According to the study, countries like Germany and the United Kingdom would almost
fully switch to low-carbon technologies by 2050, thanks to cheap renewables. As a result,
sector coupling could lower emissions by 60 per cent over 2020–2050 across
transport, buildings and industry. This would equate to a 71 per cent reduction on
1990 levels,”[6]

Figure 3: Power system flexibility enablers and the connection to sector coupling
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Sector coupling can provide enhanced flexibility of supply and demand to a grid
hosting a large amount of less controllable, more weather-dependant power
generation units. This enhancement can be seen in the form of thermal energy
storage systems, electrical vehicle charging and feed-in (the so-called vehicle to grid
process) and utilisation of power to gas and providing power for bio-fuel production
of different generations[7].

3 EXISTING FLEXIBILITIY MARKETS AND BUSINESS MODELS
3.1
3.1.1

Germany
Flexibility Markets

“Renewables already cover around 40% of our electricity consumption. However, the
greater the share of our electricity supply that derives from weather-dependent
energy sources like the wind and the sun, the greater the fluctuations in the
amounts fed into the grid. The electricity market is addressing this challenge: it is
able to guarantee a secure, low-cost and environmentally compatible supply of
electricity when a large proportion of the power is derived from renewable energy
sources.”[8]
The primary objective of electricity markets is to balance generation and
consumption in the overall system at all times, while ensuring system stability. For
this purpose, supply and demand are aggregated for a respective time range.
Demand is then met by supply in the most cost-effective form. The prerequisite for
participation in the market, irrespective of the type of marketing or supply, is
allocation to a balancing group. Each balancing group must be balanced as best as
possible in a time resolution of 15 minutes.
To ensure that feed-ins and offtakes of producers and consumers in an electricity
supply system are always balanced, clear rules were set for the electricity market on
the balancing group manager's obligation to manage the balancing group system.
The Federal Network Agency (Bundesnetzagentur) in Germany has defined how
flexibility will be remunerated when activated, namely reaction time and duration of
use[9].
Reaction time refers to the load offered to tackle short-term offsets of power in the
primary, secondary and tertiary load control actions.
As Illustrated in Error! Reference source not found., it is shown that primary
control will be activated within 30 seconds and will cover a fault up to 15 minutes.
The activation occurs automatically.
Secondary control should replace the PCL stepping in within the first 5 minutes and
covers up to 15 minutes. Activation occurs automatically.
The tertiary control Is activated manually after 15 minutes and will run if needed for
up to several hours.
Duration refers to the length of time the flexibility is provided.
The German electricity market has set clear rules on the obligation of the balancing
group coordinator (BRP or BGM) to manage the balancing group system. All
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balancing group managers are obliged to balance feed-ins and offtakes in their
balancing group on a quarter-hourly basis.

3.1.2

Business Models

Flexibility markets can be seen as a host two platforms – Generation flexibility and
consumption flexibility (demand side) and storage utilisation.
As for generation, one possibility is direct marketing of control energy/loads[10].
In direct marketing, the electricity fed into the grid is no longer delivered to the grid
operator, but to a direct marketer. The grid operator receives the average market
price from the direct marketer. The grid operator compensates for the difference
between the remuneration level (as stated in the German renewable energy act for
the type, size and year of commissioning) and the market premium. The market
premium is a so-called REA apportionment-financed payment to operators of
renewable energy installations that do not receive fixed remuneration in accordance
with REA but are in direct marketing. The market premium is paid to the power
generation system operator by the distribution grid operator and compensates for
the difference between the current market value and the plant-specific support
amount[11].

Figure 4: Illustration of Load Control Scheme

Demand Side Management (DSM), or peak load management comply with the
consumption side. This involves managing the adjustment and control of electricity
demand through the targeted switching off and on of loads.
DSM refers to measures taken in order to achieve optimization in consumption of
the end-consumer and thus offers cost reduction as well.
In addition, the end-consumer can enable such measures for flexibility purposes,
which then will be remunerated either with accordance to market price signal at the
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time on the spot-market or to the control load remuneration scheme or to the levy
for interruptible loads[12].
In any case, if it is needed, shutting system down or up will be carried out to assure
best economically outcome, which means shutting down and up with accordance to
the Merit-Order-Curve (Figure 5). Remunerations for generation systems are with
accordance to the agreements as stated in the German Renewable Energy Act
effective to the time of activation of the generating unit. DSM remunerations
occurring generally in a tariff scheme, depending on how much permission the end
consumer allows.

Figure 5: Merit-Order-Curve[13]

3.1.3

Use Case Stadtwerke Wunsiedel (SWW) as a service provider for prosumers
and flexible industry[14]

SWW GmbH is a DSO and a municipality utility company providing power, heat and
water to roughly 10,000 citizens. For the sake of this use case SWW takes up the role
of a retailer purchasing energy directly from a balancing service provider (Uniper),
who manages the balancing area of the Wunsiedel county.
In addition, SWW also owns and operates several DRES plants and trades those via
Lumenaza, a BRP in specializing in RES, trading the electricity via the local German
market bonus scheme (remuneration model in subsidised direct marketing under
the Renewable Energy Sources Act) and in accordance to the German renewable
energy act remuneration frame-work.
SWW’s grid is connected to the Bayernwerk (upstream DSO) and Tennet (TSO).
Tennet is authorized to use a special measure for grid emergency, the so-called
“BDEW Cascade scheme” which dictates DSOs they have to provide load shedding in
such an emergency case. SWW today has currently no flexibility scheme in place to
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respond to this request apart from switching off consumers and handle the
consequences.
This use case is aiming at creating flexible prosumers, who try to achieve 100% selfconsumption but also offer their flexibility to balance the SWW supply area.
At the time of carrying out this use case distributed energy production of renewable
energy is carried out as part of the German Renewable Energy Act feed-in tariffs,
guaranteeing a fixed income for a period of time for the prosumer. Flexibility of the
production is not required, curtailment is remunerated, self-consumption in this
framework is not encouraged.
This scheme was managed by the TSO (TenneT) and offeres no remuneration for
the BRP and the DSO has a subordinate role, whereas its operational needs are of
no significant to the TSO.
SWW, as a retailer, has used direct marketing model, in which the purchase energy
directly from RES-owners (prosumers) and has created a balancing group. This
balancing group purchases the energy generated by the SWW generation systems
(wind turbines and WunBio) to sell it in the local electricity product
“Fichtelgebirgsstrom” (Green electricity from the region, communal and transparent
initiative in Wunsiedel[15]
Prosumers have received the possibility of purchasing a battery from SWW and
becoming automatically a GOFLEX project pilot. This will grant them the right for free
Home Energy Management System (HEMS), developed by Robotina, and participate
in the local flexibility market and generate additional income. SWW will provide
energy in times of high demand and purchase the energy surplus in times of low
demand.
Consumers who want to become Prosumers, get the same offer plus a full service
(PV+Battery+HEMS).
A leasing model was considered for all of these models to offer customers a flat
energy fee (similar to mobile flat fees).
Industrial prosumers get the same offers including a Factory Energy Management
System (FEMS) for free during the project time.
All flexibility-offering consumers could trade their flexibility directly with the SWW
aggregator, or get the opportunity to offer it directly to the local flexibility trading
platform, if the flexibility is big enough.
Cost-Benefit-Analysis approach for the steps to be implemented
The approach to cost benefit analysis that we will follow in the GOFLEX project will
be to set and carry it out largely as substantiation of defined key performance
indicators and not as the basis for defining the KPIs, and in the framework of the
dissemination and exploitation plan as described within the GOFLEX project For
SWW there must be a profit after purchasing costs of devices and installation costs.
For the prosumers: there must be the return of investments after a period x taking
into account the additional income from the FLEX-offers. The Flex-offers must create
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more money than the self-consumption of the generated energy and create no or
little costs in case of load shedding.
To establish a cost-analysis for prosumers to be combined with the possible benefits
SWW needs to know how to calculate the flexibility (kWh) related investment cost
per step for achieving the different equipment and capability levels of the different
steps.
-

Equipment Generation
Storage
Charging
Energy Management
Balancing
Trading
Manpower

COST-BENEFIT-ANALYSIS descriptions and assumptions
For this analysis, we use the current state of the financial year 2016 as a base for all
our further projections and assumptions. Scope of this current state is the balance
sheet, income statement, and various statistics, such as sales statistics, procurement
statistics, generation statistics, etc.
In the year 2016 the distribution grid had a pass-through amount of electricity of
78.627.403 kWh in total. This value consists of 2 elements:
quantity of sales in the distribution grid (the amount of energy foreign energy retailers
sell to customers in our grid) = 18.068.737 kWh
quantity of sales of energy retails (the amount of energy which sells SWW in its
market role as retailer, restricted to our grid) = 60.558.666 kWh
In opposite to the amounts of electricity we insert the monetary values of
income/revenue and costs/expenditures which projects in the following way:



Income/distribution grid
Income/energy retail

986.040,55 €
10.750.071,38 €




Costs/distribution gird
Costs/energy retail

1.495.035,82 €
7.158.864,81 €

As a result, we show a contribution margin calculated as a subtraction of income
and costs. This margin will be used as an indicator of the economic performance of
the business cases and to demonstrate the economic development throughout the
several states of the business cases.
Values for calculations can were summarized in Table 6 (Annex).
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3.2
3.2.1

Denmark
Energy markets

The Danish market model consists of assigned Balancing Responsible Parties (BRPs)
that act as an interface between producers, consumers and the TSO by buying and
selling power on the energy markets. Some larger power producers act as BRPs
themselves, while smaller market actors are represented by a BRP that trades on
their behalf[16].
The Danish energy system is divided into two areas, West Denmark (DK1) connected
to Continental Europe and East Denmark (DK2) connected to the Scandinavian
countries. Denmark is part of the Nord Pool energy trading area together with
Sweden, Norway, Finland, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, which serves as a common
platform of buyers and sellers for trading energy.

Forward
market

Day-Ahead
(Elspot)

Intra-Day
(Elbas)

Regulating
power

Balancing
settlement

Figure 6 - Phases of the Danish energy market

DAY-AHEAD (36-12 HOURS BEFORE)
The majority of energy bought and sold occurs in the NordPool spot market (Elspot),
where BRPs submit economically binding bids on production and consumption to
the TSO. The market is closed for bids at 12:00 GMT+1 the day before operation,
with prices revealed one hour after. Single-hour and multi-hour bids are accepted,
and all market actors receive/pay the same settlement price in the given hour.
INTRA-DAY (33-1 HOUR BEFORE)
The intra-day market in the Nordics is called Elbas, where BRPs continue trading
blocks of energy until an hour before delivery. Similar to the day-ahead market,
single-hour and multi-hour bids are accepted. The intra-day market operates
continuously after the pay-as-bid principle.
REGULATING POWER MARKET
The last energy market that operates throughout the hour of operation is the
regulating power market. In this market bids of energy are submitted up to 45
minutes before the operational hour. These bids can be activated with a 15-minute
warning at any time during the operating hour.
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The regulating power market uses two price structures for settling imbalances. For
production, the highest and lowest up and down regulating bids set the price for all
up and down regulation suppliers during the hour. For demand, BRPs are settled
with the spot price when their imbalance is not in the same direction as the average
imbalance for the hour. In case the imbalance is in the same direction as the average
imbalance of the hour, the BRPs settle with the dominant regulating price. To ensure
sufficient manual reserves, the TSO is purchasing capacity the day before operation
to meet its n-1 security of supply criteria and relying on BRPs to purchase energy to
meet their portfolio needs.
They day-ahead, intra-day and real-time markets compete directly for transmission
capacity. They way these markets are operated today, most of the capacity is
committed to the day-ahead market, and the intraday market only gets the capacity
that is unused in the day-ahead solution.

ANCILLARY SERVICES MARKETS
The TSO is responsible for procuring ancillary services covering the entire time scale
to ensure secure and stable operation of the power system. Since Denmark is
divided into two synchronous areas DK1 and DK2, the ancillary services delivered
vary slightly[17]
The 2030 target for reduction in greenhouse gas emissions means that the power
system is transitioning to a green energy system, and it is expected that more of the
larger central power plants are decommissioned up until and after the year 2030.
The main contributors to ancillary services are power plants, electric boilers and
wind turbines.
3.2.2

Flexibility Markets

The development of flexibility in Denmark is related to the opening of the electricity
markets in 2000 and the unbundling of the previously vertically integrated energy
utilities. The energy markets are designed to consider the system’s need for
flexibility through price signals which give market players an economic incentive to
participate in the markets. In previous years, the key market players were the power
plant operators that were incentivised to be active in the power market, through
price signals, and increase flexibility in their operation to gain profits during varying
electricity prices[18]
The main features of the Danish power market are:
-

High share of wind power

-

Thermal power generation from highly flexible CHP plants

-

Cross-border interconnection capacity

-

In urban areas, a dense network for distribution of hot and cold
water, heated by CHPs and an increasing share of electricity.
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Electrification plays a major factor for emission reduction in the transition phase
towards 2030. It is expected that more of the central power plants will be replaced
with RES and the heat sector will install more direct heating and large-scale heat
pumps and domestic heat pumps in rural areas not covered by the district heating
networks. Today the central power plants deliver a large share of ancillary services
to Energinet. Table 1 gives an overview of ancillary services acquired in DK1 and
DK2[19]

Table 1 - Summary of ancillary servicesError! Bookmark not defined.

3.2.3

DK1

DK2

Contract type

FFR

-

+

Daily hourly bids

FCR

+

-

Daily hourly bids

FCR-D

-

+

Daily hourly bids

FCR-N

-

+

Daily hourly bids

aFRR

+

-

Monthly bids

mFRR

+

+

Daily hourly bids in
DK1. Monthly and
daily hourly bids in
DK2

Business Models

FLEXIBLE THERMAL POWER PLANTS
Conventional power plants were primarily responsible of supplying base load
electricity production, where heat was considered a by-product that was not fully
utilized. The market opening in 2000 incentivised the thermal power plants to be
active in the power market and increase flexibility in their operation to gain profits
under varying electricity prices. Over the years a large part of the power system was
decentralised across Denmark and replaced with smaller CHPs plants, where they
were coupled to the local heat production[19]
The growing share of renewables changed the market conditions for CHPs. The
lower electricity prices provided a less attractive business model for CHPs to provide
a baseload. The CHPs changed their business model to produce mainly heat, filling
the gaps in hours of low RES generation and providing flexibility services on the
ancillary market.
From 2010, the fluctuating behaviour of RES reduced the runtime of conventional,
dispatchable generation including CHP plants. Therefore, solutions for decoupling
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heat and power output were utilized to provide more flexibility measures. Table 2
gives an overview of flexibility measures implemented by thermal power plants.

Table 2 - Flexibility improvements to thermal power plants (Agency, Development and Role of Flexibility in
the Danish Power System, 2021)

General operational flexibility
improvements
Expand the operational boundaries

CHP Unit solutions
Lower minimum load
Overload ability
Turbine bypass

Decoupling of heat and electricity or
heat: variable heat-to-power ratio

Electric boilers and heat pumps

Decoupling of heat and electricity or
heat: displacement of thermal load and
production

Heat storage

More
flexible
operation
operational boundaries

Increasing ramping rates and fast output
regulation

within

Faster and/or cheaper start/stop



Turbine bypass: The CHP plant can completely or partially bypass
power-generating turbines or the high-pressure turbines to fully
reduce power production while still retaining the boiler pressure.
The steam goes directly to a heat exchanger, providing district
heating. The turbines can at any time be recoupled and thereby
saving precious ramping time of the CHP plant.



Heat production using electric boilers or heat pumps: Electric
power is converted into heat that enables operators to enter the
balancing markets and profit from the increased number of hours
with low electricity prices while still meeting heat demand.



Heat storage: Heat storage offers short term flexibility in an efficient
and low-cost approach. They become less efficient when operating
for longer durations and in those cases electric boilers provide a
better solution.

The decoupling of heat and electricity with heat pumps and electric boilers, enabled
CHPs to provide fast down-regulation services in the intra-day and balancing
markets as they can turn electricity into heat by demand.
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3.3
3.3.1

Norway
Flexibility Markets

In the past few years, the functioning of the energy system in Norway has been
characterized by the growing electrification of society, the introduction of renewable
and distributed energy resources (DERs), and the widespread use of electric
vehicles. Currently, 98 percent of electricity in Norway is generated from
hydropower and other renewable energy sources. At the same time, the Norwegian
authorities continue to promote the use of local renewable energy sources and low
carbon technologies. For example, from 2018 to 2019 in Norway, the wind power
capacity increased by 780 MW, and the hydropower capacity by 277 MW[20]. The
share of battery-electric vehicles and hybrid electric vehicles has already reached 42
and 14 percent of all new cars in Norway[21].
While a rapid increase in modern technologies reduces carbon emissions, their
uncoordinated application challenges transmission and distribution grids operation.
Solving the problems with congestions, frequency and voltage control, and
balancing is becoming more challenging than ever before. Thus, utilizing flexibility
assets from the consumer side could be a cost-effective and valuable tool in solving
emerging problems in the Norwegian power system.
In the new Flexibility Market (FM), the Distribution System Operators (DSOs) and
Transmission System Operators (TSOs) will be the main players and beneficiaries.
Norway has one TSO owned by Statnett and 113 DSOs with less than 100,000
connected customers. According to Norwegian regulation, the TSO is responsible for
congestion management and balancing in both the regional distribution grid as well
as at the transmission grid[20]. With the introduction of the Flexibility Market, the
more active roles of DSOs in solving grid challenges and better coordination
between TSOs and DSOs will be developed.
Norway has great potential for flexibility utilization. In the report[22], the theoretical
potential for demand-side flexibility was estimated up to 25 GW. For this reason,
significant work is now underway to develop the Norwegian Flexibility Market and
mechanisms for the effective utilization of flexibility assets.
The Flexibility Market mechanism in Europe is still under development. Therefore,
there is a limited number of flexibility market programs that perform actual
flexibility trading. The most noticeable from them is the Nodes platform, which was
started in Norway, as join efforts of Statnett and the Agder Energi[23]. The main
problem considered is congestion, capacity management, and power system
balancing through flexibility assets[24]. This project is now extended to several
countries, including Germany, Great Britain, and Sweden.
The crucial task that the NODES marketplace performs is identifying the value of
local flexibility assets to enable efficient resource allocation[25]. The NODES
platform in Norway operates continuously as an intraday market by setting prices
continually and activating different flexibility resources at different times[26].
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The market model proposed in Nodes is shown in
Figure 7. In this model,
flexibility providers act on behalf of the owners of the flexibility assets. For this
purpose, the technologies that can activate the flexibility according to the request of
those who have bought it are used. The flexibility provider aggregates available
flexibility assets based on their location in the grid and forms offers to the NODES
platform. In addition, the offers may include portfolios, which differentiate the
ramping capability (max/min), source, production, consumption, max/min activation
time and max/min activation duration etc.[27]

Figure 7: The integrated market model [8]

DSO and TSO are those who need to buy flexibility. Besides, BRPs might re-trade
flexibility with other BRPs, which offer better prices for flexibility assets. The buyers
will have to define their willingness to pay for flexibility activation at a particular grid
location and forward this information continuously into the NODES platform.
NODES use filters that buyers of flexibility can use when they are optimizing their
grid costs according to their needs.
The market platform puts a value on flexibility, and it gives a buyer of flexibility a
right to change consumption or production according to a contract. The flexibility
offers which are not used locally can be forwarded to other market platforms, such
as the cross-zonal intraday and balancing markets. In more detail, the explanation
of the Nodes market model is given in[27].
Currently, the NODES marketplace includes both long-term and short-term flexibility
markets for the DSOs: LongFlex and ShortFlex[28]. The main steps of trading in
LongFlex and ShortFlex are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3: Trading in ShortFlex and LongFlex

ShortFlex

LongFlex

1. DSOs register congestion areas in
NODES platform

1. DSO defines key information of a
tender.

2. Flexibility providers register their
assets in NODES platform, and the
asset is

2. DSO can publish the request for
LongFlex via NODES platform,
including

connected to a congestion area by
the DSO

volume sought, for what periods,
and maximum activation/availability
price it is

3. The DSO and the flex provider
place bids/offers where they define
volume and
price they are willing to buy/sell at.
Both the DSO or the FSP can be the
first to

willing to pay.
3. Flexibility providers respond to
these requests

do so.

4. The DSO accepts the requests it
wishes to accept according to the
allocation

4. Bids and orders are matched
continuously, in order of price.

methodology that the DSO has
defined.
5. LongFlex contracts are formed on
the platform.

In ShortFlex, the flexibility is traded close to real-time in a continuous market [4].
The ShortFlex platform enables stacking of bids from different flexibility providers
that are available in the right location and at the right time in order to fulfil the
flexibility need of the DSO at the lowest cost[27]. ShortFlex operates a marketplace
where offers placed by DSOs and flexibility service providers are matchedError!
Bookmark not defined.
.
The long-term availability contracts are organized via the LongFlex market. LongFlex
contracts ensure that a DSO has access to flexibility resources when it needs
themError! Bookmark not defined.. LongFlex contracts include both an availability price and
an activation price. The flexibility assets are activated via the ShortFlex market[26].
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3.3.2

Business Models[29]

Information about business models in Norway was taken from the H2020 INVADE
project. Investigation of new digital business models was one of the primary
purposes of Invade project. The pilot project for the flexibility market takes place in
the Lyse Group, a company providing multi-utility services, including renewable
energy, district heating, smart home services, broadband, and services in the public,
business, and residential markets. Smartly is the commercial part of Lyse in the
INVADE project.
The Norwegian pilot focused on consumers and prosumers in both the business
and residential markets. The DSOs approach is not to be a market player, and they
trust that price signals will take care of the stability of the grid.
The business models consider three services that include: ToU-optimization, KWmax
control and Self-balancing. Based on these services, the following use-cases were
implemented in the Norwegian pilot:
1.

Optimized energy consumption based on hourly energy prices.
This service includes advanced Time of Use optimization and
disconnection of low-priority loads at price peak hours (using KW
max control).

2.

Optimized energy consumption based on power-based tariffs.

3.

Optimized utilization of self-generated PV production (prosumer).

In this case, the solar-generated energy is stored, consumed or sold in different time
patterns, where the optimization is controlled by advanced algorithms taking into
account price, weather, effect tariffs and other parameters.
It is important to note that after the project was launched, the energy retailer (Lyse
Energisalg) has introduced a feed-in offer where they will pay the prosumer double
of the spot price.
For the project, a platform/ecosystem-based business model was used. Smartly has
already used a platform/ecosystem-based business model in the smart home
market, and since new business model represents an extension into the energy and
flexibility domain. In ecosystem-based business model, it is normal to find value
capture mechanisms that scale fast (PWYD – pay with your data (free), freemium, no
cure no pay, sharing benefits with customers, etc). These mechanisms are often
used because a platform-driven market is a “winner takes it all” market where speed
and size are crucial.
Smartly represents the Norwegian flexibility operator (local FO) and has organized
a set of households and businesses. The local FO entity can connect directly to
dispatchable loads through agnostic gateways. They can also connect to local
EMS/HAS systems and be part of a more extensive user-centric smart house system.
The service contracts that the FO offers participants are meant to reduce energy
costs with TOU/kWmax pricing. Here, the FO plays the role of a regular ESCO service
provider.
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The flexibility market and FO role are divided into two categories. The first category
is end customer flexibility services residing behind the smart energy meter. The
second category is flexibility trading which involves actors like DSOs, BRPs and
aggregators. The lean canvas analysis covers the end customer flexibility services.
With a critical mass of households and businesses, the local FO can turn to the local
DSO and offer similar services to alleviate the grid. Different market designs have
been proposed in the project that show how a community of households can
become a self-balancing energy cell through peer-to-peer trade between
prosumers, regular suppliers and pure consumers. Local communities can be united
under one management. This increases the attraction potential for third parties that
see the united group of local communities as the market for advertisement,
products and services. The consolidation helps to aggregate flexibility services to a
level where they can make a difference to balancing responsible parties (BRP) and
the central market.
The local FOs (or ecosystems) can share forecast services, data repositories, remote
technical services, billing and more. In such a way, benefits in terms of marketing
and business attraction are expected to rise. For the households and drivers, selling
flexibility will benefit from economy of scale. The pilot implementation includes
multi-tenant homes and businesses. This is reflected in the Lean Canvas shown in
Figure 8.

Figure 8: The Lean canvas exercise for the Norwegian pilot focusing on the flexibility service

Smartly had a platform and ecosystem-based business model before they joined the
INVADE project, and they acted as a local ecosystem with the smart home service
domain. This ecosystem is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Smartly's business model before the implementation of the INVADE project

In the H2020 INVADE project, Smartly extended their product portfolio to include
energy and flexibility services and introduced new partners in the local ecosystem.
Currently, their product portfolio includes flexibility services in the multi-tenant,
business and residential market, and they have new ecosystem partners on both
energy IoT devices, as well as machine learning/AI. This is illustrated in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Smartly's business model in the INVADE project pilot (NOW)
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The recommendation for the further development of the business model is to stay
with the housing association/multi-tenant buildings segment, and apply the same
solutions in the business market. This will allow us to focus on combinatorial
innovation and market offerings in the borderline between smart building and
smart energy solutions, where flexibility services and use of new energy IoTcomponents are important. Considered market segments already have powerbased tariffs, so there is no need to wait for this to happen as is the case in the
residential market.
It is also planned that Smartly’s service offering could be combinationed with other
service offerings from Lyse. This principle also applies to the flexibility services itself,
where customers will need a combination of single flexibility services like kWmax
(peak shaving) and ToU-optimization (load/energy shifting) and self-optimization.
Now with both a platform-based business model and API-based platform in place,
combining services and creating new ones will be easier to implement. In the long
run it could even open up for a realization of a service market place, but this is a
difficult position to both establish and keep over time.
So far, no company has fully taken the role as global ecosystem manager in the
INVADE platform, but several of the project partners can grab this opportunity. As
described earlier, one of the functions of a central ecosystem manager is to facilitate
service consolidation/exchange between different local ecosystems in order to
enrich their service offerings.
Smartly can exploit the central ecosystem for service export as well as import. There
is a potential for Smartly to import services from other local ecosystems, which is
called GreenFlux. An example of this business model is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: The generic INVADE business model describing the Energy Service Broker role of the global
ecosystem and the import/export of local ecosystem services in the Norwegian pilot
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In Figure 11, Smartly could import the services developed by GreenFlux to extend
their service domain. This would require that Smartly and GreenFlux start a
collaboration and that they establish a contract. This process could be facilitated by
the central ecosystem. It would also require that eSmart take a global ecosystem
role and enables local ecosystem service exchange.
The Figure 11 also shows the possibility for Smartly to export services to another
local ecosystem, in this case, GreenFlux ecosystem. Such a NEXT step would alter
both roles and the business model significantly.
However, the scenario above requires that the central ecosystem offers local
ecosystem service exchange. If this is not the case, such local ecosystem service
exchange could still be realized, but then by means of direct contracts. In this
scenario, the central ecosystem is reduced to a global service provider. This is
illustrated in Figure 12.

Figure 12: The generic INVADE business model describing the global service provider role of the global
ecosystem and the direct import/export of local ecosystem services in the Norwegian pilot

3.4

Sweden

Sweden’s energy supply is known for its high share of hydropower, but there are
also other large sectors such as oil, nuclear and bioenergy taking up a major part of
the energy generation source. However, there is an increase of Renewable Energy
in the grid. Solar has risen from 3MW in 2000 to 244 MW in 2017 and Wind from 209
in 2000 to 6,611 MW in 2017. The rapid growth in wind power capacity is projected
to continue further, while there is a slight decrease in fossil sources. The oil is mostly
used in the transportation sector and therefore remains stable until now, even with
a slight increase. But Sweden aims to electrify the national fleet and it is sure that
the demand in crude oil will decrease in the coming decade, too.
The biggest energy consumer in Sweden is the industry-sector, especially the
processing industry processing domestic resources such as wood and iron ore. This
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sector accounts for 40% of total final consumption. The other big part is consumed
by the heating (residential or business) and then followed by the transportation.
In 2016 Sweden has signed an Agreement and has set up targets for sustainable
development. The major targets are:
1. Rise of efficiency of primary energy use per GDP up to 50%
compared to 2005
2. Achieving the 100% of renewable source in the energy generation by
2040
3. Negative emissions by 2045
Even though the energy shall be to 100 % from Renewables the Agreements does
not state the exit of the nuclear.

The 2016 Agreement states also additional smaller targets for 2020, which are
-

At least 50% renewable energy in the gross final consumption of
energy

-

At least 10% of renewable energy in the transport sector

-

20% more efficient use of energy compared to 2008 (p.26 ff)

Similarly, to other countries on European electricity market, the producers are paid
for the delivery of the electricity and not for their capacity. Politically, a general
agreement prevails that there is no need in enlargement the power capacity.
3.4.1

Flexibility Markets in Sweden

The TSO, Svk (Svenska Kraftnät) is to 100 % state owned and operates the whole
transmission system in Sweden and is responsible for the transmission system and
also the balance. The total length of the transition system accounts around 15,000
km[29].
The producers generate electricity and sell it to the electricity suppliers mainly
through the electricity market Nord Pool. The Nordic electricity market is divided
into three segments. The electricity is bought in the spot market (Elspot) and is
delivered within the following 12-36 hours. Then, electricity contracts are traded in
an intraday market (Elbas). The third step is the regulating power market, where the
TSO is responsible for maintaining the balance of every operating hour. The
authority SvK (Svenska Kraftnät) does this by buying either upward or downward
regulation from the market actors.
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In order to meet the goals in 2040, Sweden is setting up pilot flexibility markets to
gain experience for further development of regulatory framework, enabling to
establish flexibility trade outside of sandbox.
So, the electricity market is organised in various marketplaces: the day-ahead
market, the intra-day market and the balancing market[30]. The flexibility market
operates on two platforms. Sweden has set up various flexibility markets as pilots in
the past 5 years such as InterFlex (2017-2019) and InteGrid (2017-2020). The first
two projects were rather investigating the potential for flexibility and ventured into
integrating of small, connected customers and aggregators, as well as managing low
voltage and medium voltage networks[31]
There is still one flexibility market pilot running. SthlmFlex is a local flexibility market
for the urban zone of Stockholm and serves the purpose of trading services to
manage grid congestion for the regional networks. Its first pilot run from 01.2020 to
03.2021 and later, the time frame was extended to the winter 2022/2023. SthlmFlex
operates on two platforms.
The first one is called SWITCH, which is a platform used for operational purpose. It
is owned by E.ON and is a part of the EU-funded CoordiNet project. It is a market for
trade and operation of flexibility services for several regions in Sweden, but it is only
used for operational purposes.The market platform CoordiNet aims to demonstrate
how DSOs and TSOs shall cooperate with each other to procure and activate grid
services. The cooperation shall boost the reliability and efficiency of provided grid
services. In addition, specification and development of a cooperation including the
consumers is aimed. The main functions of the market platform are interactions
between DSO’s and TSO’s in terms of exchange of data and information, gathering
of flexibility needs, exchanging the flexibility of each flexibility service providers
(FSP), gathering of market bids, performing market clearing, communicating the
market results, submitting activation bids to service providers and grid operators as
well as performing settlement[31].
The regional network owners can enter SWITCH to view forecast for the next hour
or the next day, then choose the required volume of flexibility and the request is
forwarded to NODES.
The second platform NODES represents an independent market operator offering
an integrated and open marketplace to all network operators and flexibility
providers, and in this way facilitates optimal use of flexibility in the grid. The
flexibility provided on this market is characterised by two products: ShortFlex and
LongFlex. The ShortFlex stands for immediate purchase of flexibility in a case of an
urgency from DSO side, which allows FSP to offer their resources on the market with
fair competition. The LongFlex is rather the opposite and provides system stability
and security for the DSO. The LongFlex includes a contract between DSO and FSP
where the availability of flexibility within a certain period of time is clearly defined.
In this way, FSP will receive a payment for the availability, but also for the activation
of the resource[32].
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3.4.2

Business Models in Sweden

SthlmFlex is a local flexibility market that operates on NODES trading platform
where the DSOs can purchase flexibility assets. Applicants who wish to participate
in flexibility trading and bid it on SthlmFlex can only enter through NODES and must
go through an administrative prequalification not the physical one. The NODES
platform regulates the market, participants, is responsible for validation of services
as well as financial transactions. Actors who want to participate on SthlFlex.
The product specification is laid down as follows. The flexibility asset can only
provide up regulation and is traded on an hourly basis. The volume for participation
on the ShortFlex market is set to 0.5 MW with increments of 0.1 MW. The decrease
of minimum volume to 0.1 MW enabled smaller actors to enter the market and
increase of participation. But the LongFlex market requires bids in groups of 0.5 MW.
There are three products on the markets. First product is ShortFlex free bid, where
the FSP place their bid and are compensated by the pay-as-bid per MWh/h. Second,
LongFlex availability agreements, where FSP agrees on availability and activation
price per MWh/h for free biding. The temporary subscription is also offered as bids
on the market to the exact price that the regional grid operator has for exceeding
the power subscription per MWh/h. NODES operates as continous market.
Therefore, the sell order is matched when there is a matching buying order. The gate
closes two hours before the delivery period. So, sellers have to comply with the rules
of the day –ahead market. So, they have to place their bid on NODES before 9 am
the day before in order to ensure the consideration for matching of their bidding.
The timing structure of SthlmFlex has been modelled in this way to be able to
participate in trading made on Nord Pool. Offers submitted after 9 am can still be
matched on the intra-day market until gate closes.
If the supplier agrees on LongFlex then the bids have to be available, the day before
at 08:30 and the flexibility must be available from 8 – 12 am and 5-9 pm every day.
Furthermore, the bidder must verify the number of hours that can be activated
withing the available time frame.
NODES has set up the regulations for the participants on SthlmFlex. The conditions
of participation for the FSP are possession of:


assets that have a significant impact on grid congestion within the congestion
zones



assets that will not increase load in the network regions in Greater
Stockholm, if activated

Furthermore, to validate the delivery NODES require a baseline for an asset portfolio
from all the interested actors who wish to participate as sellers. A baseline includes
a consumption and generation forecast under normal circumstances. In addition,
the buyer demands the hourly meter data to compare the values from metering
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with the baseline. A 100% payment for the service is carried out once 80% of the
flexibility is delivered. In case there is a deviation from sold value, then the payment
is reduced with 2.5% for each 1%. So, the supplier must fulfil fully the delivery of its
assets. In case the delivery is validated for less than 40% the supplier will receive
zero payment.
The general market procedure for ShortFlex on SthlmFlex is described in the
following chart.

Figure: Market procedure for ShortfFlex on SthlmFlex

In the first step, the Sweden’s DSOs Ellevio or Vattenfall join SWITCH to determine
the upcoming congestion in their grid area. The DSOs mark the area congested, the
volume needed to prevent the congestion and the time frame. The request is then
sent to NODES. At the second stage, on NODES the registered assets of the
aggregator or other FSP are found. They asset owners enter the type of their assets,
any constraint it has and its meter point. The asset of matched volume will then be
highlighted in the congested area and an orderbook is set up. In the third step, the
trade takes place on NODES. The DSOs enter the price they are willing to pay and
provide the information on the volume and the time frame. Also, the FSP enters the
price they expect for their service, volume and time it can sell flexibility. FSP enters
competition with other participants selling their flexibility assets. Regarding this
market competition, NODES creates a merit order stack and, in this way, enables
DSO to purchase flexibility at the lowest price. In the fourth step, if the trade has
been matched between FSP and DSO, FSP activates delivery of service manually.
After the delivery DSO confirms and validates service to NODES. NODES then
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handles the transaction between the seller and the buyer. In case of a not activated
match of the assets provided by FSP on SthlmFlex, the asset can be forwarded to a
second market, manual Frequency Restauration Reserve (mFRR). But it is not
necessarily the common procedure. The FSP must register this option and fulfil all
the specific requirements for that market beforehand. [23]
3.5

Example in other EU Country

3.5.1

Flexibility Market in France

France provides a big flexibility market on a national scale. It is the first European
country to open its entire market structure to all consumers. Everybody, such as grid
operators, electricity providers and consumers, can participate and provide
flexibilities. The flexibility market is offered by RTE, France’s transmission system
operator who is responsible for more than 105 000 km of high and ultra-highvoltage lines within France and across the borders to European neighbours[33]. Its
duty is to grant the security and stability of the French electricity grid via security
supply and real-time supply-demand balance. Additionally, RTE calls for flexibility
options provided by generation and consumption sites on market mechanismsError!
Bookmark not defined.
.
In the French system, RTE or an aggregator requests flexibility from a generation or
consumption station which will then contribute to the supply-demand balance. This
can also help in load reduction, as all or part of participants’ consumption is reduced
due to an external request. There are two options to contribute to the flexibility
market:
1. By offering capacity (MW); you as a contributing actor give
information about when you can adapt your production or reduce
your consumption; in return you receive a fixed price in €/MW, and
2. By offering energy (MWh); you as a contributing actor set a certain
amount of energy you can adjust for a fixed time; in return you
receive a fixed payment of €/MWh. (RTE, n.a.)
RTE uses an algorithm to predict the days of high peak periods during the wintertime
from beginning of November until end of March in advance. These days are
separated into peak period (PP) 1 and PP2 days which are also both set to a
maximum number.
PP1 days and their peaks are covered by obligated actors such as electricity
providers, as well as grid operators and consumers who are not attached to an
electricity provider. All PP1 days are simultaneously PP2 days (PP1/PP2) and cannot
be set during Christmas school holidays. During the period of beginning of
November until end of March 15 PP1 days are distributed by evaluating
meteorological data. If the expected consumption between 7am – 3pm, as well as
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6pm – 8pm is higher than a certain control level, the day is announced one day in
advance at 9.30am as PP1 day on RTE’s website.
PP2 days on the other hand are selected depending on criteria of consumption and
criteria of tension on the electricity system. They are an additional reserve id there
would be too many PP1 days and, also, if there is no consumption peak but a deficit
of assets. These, too, can neither be set during Christmas school holidays nor on
Saturdays nor on Sundays. It is estimated that there are 15-25 PP2 days – including
the 15 PP1 days (PP1/PP2) – and again the time slots between 7am – 3pm, as well as
6pm – 8pm are crucial. As described above, PP1/PP2 days are announced one day
in advance at 9.30am, whereas “pure” PP2 days are announced on day in advance
at 7pm on RTE’s website.
In both cases, a Bellman algorithm is used to determine the PP1/PP2 and PP2 days.
It uses 200 meteorological scenarios from Météo-France and extracts
meteorological parameters from it. For each meteorological scenario there are then
7 consumption scenarios calculated – leading to 1400 consumption scenarios. These
are then clustered into 5 different scenarios leading to groups of mean
consumption, of which each group should give information about potential PP1 and
PP2 days regarding the consumption – and lack of assets for PP2 days. If the
consumption peak is higher than a limit which was set before, the following day is
declared as a PP day[34].
3.5.2

Business Models in France

There are different capacity mechanisms in the French national flexibility market
which can be seen in the following table.

Table 4: Capacity mechanisms in the French national flexibility market Error! Bookmark not defined.

Mechanism

Conditions

Remuneration

Capacity mechanism

You get certified and engage in being available on peak period 2 (PP2)
days via the adjustment mechanism or the NEBEF (Block Exchange Notification and Demand Response mechanism)
Annual call
You engage in being available for the adjustment mechanism
Daily call for offers
You engage in automatically adjusting your processes after the frequency
Daily order for obligated actors or participation via secondary market
You engage in automatically adjusting your processes after a signal
sent by RTE
Annual call for offers
You engage in interrupting your consumption for lass than 5 or 30 seconds during more than one hour
Annual call for offers
You engage in being available in the adjustment mechanism or NEBEF

EPEX prices or agreed price

Call on offered rapid reserves and further
FCR – Frequency Containment Reserve
aFRR – Automatic Frequency Restorative Reserve
Ability to interrupt
Call for reduction offers

Marginal prices
Marginal prices
19 €/MWh (RTE order) or
agreed price (secondary market)
Agreed price
Marginal price

These capacity mechanisms follow the Energy Remuneration mechanisms displayed
in Table 5.
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Table 5: Energy Remuneration mechanisms in the French national flexibility market[35]

Mechanism

Commitment of the participants

Remuneration

Adjustment mechanism

Continuous call for offers
You activate your offer after the order of RTE
Day-ahead market and also during the day
You activate your offer after the signal of your reduction operator

Agreed price for the offer

Continuous activation based on the level of the European frequency

SPOT price

Continuous activation based on the level N

SPOT price

NEBEF – Block Exchange Notification of Demand Response mechanism
FCR -Frequency Containment Reserve
aFRR – Automatic Frequency
Restoration Reserve

SPOT price

France aims at covering peak days on their own without requesting and purchasing
electricity one day in advance at the stock market. By providing flexibility on a
national scale and by opening the market for all customers and operators, this is the
first step towards a close to independent national system.

4 NEW/POTENTIAL FLEXIBILITIY MARKETS AND BUSINESS
MODELS
4.1
4.1.1

Germany
Regional

DAS ZUKUNFTSKRAFTWERK- Power plants of the future[36]
The “DAS ZUKUNFTSKRAFTWERK” project in Wunsiedel aims at energy supply under
changed framework conditions in an innovative way. The new chain of supply will
be constructed in a such a way, that each participating house will own and operate
a PV system, a battery, fuel cell system and an electric vehicle charging point, in socalled cell configuration. All units shall be administered and managed by an
aggregator or the DSO and each cell will be compensated and remunerated for
giving up souverain control and flexibility. The houses will be consuming own
generation as much as possible.
As of today, there are ca. 160 big power plants spread across Germany, which are
subdivided into 300 power plant block-units of >100 MW. These power plants
transport energy in large transmission infrastructure, in which frequency control
utilisation occurs via flywheel masses measures.
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This concept of future power plants describes many small power plants, in the range
of several kWs, operating BESSs as a feeder and no flywheel masses.
Each house will function as an individual “energy cell”, which will consume own
generation as much as possible and its surplus will be fed in into the local power
grid.
This system offers sector coupling solutions for individual houses as it utilizes
electricity produced as heating and for charging its EV.

Wunsiedel is working on electrifying all sectors and this model can be proven as a
good platform and solution for providing flexibility offers and its trading.
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4.1.2

National

RD2.0 as a flexibility potential
Redispatch, in general, means measures to counteract short-term grid congestions
(deviation in the amount of electricity in the power system), which can cause
blackouts if not being tackled on time. This is regulated under para. 13 of the
German Energy Industrial Act (System responsibility of transmission system
operators)[37].
In the previous decade, there was an increase in the installed capacity of wind
turbines and parks mainly at the northern part of Germany, resulting in a surplus of
power production in those parts.

Figure 13: Development of wind power feed-in[38]

Figure 14: Regional distribution of cumulative power
Source: Status of onshore wind energy expansion in Germany: half-year 2021
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In Germany, redispatch refers to the intervention ordered by the transmission
system operator (TSO) in the market-based, originally planned schedule of
conventional power generation plants (dispatch) to shift feed-in in order to prevent
(preventive redispatch) or eliminate (curative redispatch) power overloads in the
power grid. In this process, the power feed-in is reduced "upstream" of a bottleneck
(negative redispatch) and increased "downstream" of a bottleneck (positive
redispatch). To counteract short-term bottlenecks in the power grid, it is not the
amount of electricity fed into the grid that is changed, but its local distribution[39].
The Grid Expansion Acceleration Act 2.0[40] revises the current regulations in the
German Energy Industrial Act, which implicates the current threshold of the affected
power plants. The main relevant outcome is that all generation plants, including RE
plants and CHP plants from 100 kW, as well as plants that can be remotely controlled
by a grid operator at any time (this essentially concerns controllable PV plants up to
and including 100 kW).
Under certain circumstances, however, flexibilities on the consumption side have a
particularly high benefit for the grid due to their high effectiveness on grid
bottlenecks.
As smaller generation units are controllable and connected to an EMS, it is feasible
to use this system to manage, overcome and react in real-time to flexibility issues in
a variety of areas, from local to national. For instance, if an area is affected by a very
low amount of electricity arriving (local power grid is based on PV and there is a
storm), power can be getting all the way to that area from a geothermal-based area,
due to virtual setting and flexible grid constellation.
In order to integrate flexibility as part of Redispatch, there is a need to create a new
mechanism, which can host this flexibility trading without excessive costs due to low
scalability. It was proposed to use a benchmarking model in order to enable such a
scheme including demand-side flexibility provision in a study[41]. This study has
shown that the suggested benchmark model can be very promising and can prove
to be feasible. However, for that to happen, the path needs to be paved in order to
include decentralised DMF such as EVs and Heat-pumps and other technologies
being planned as it is to be integrated more and more in the coming up years. With
that being said, the economic value of such a model depends on the assumptions
made regarding market development, such as market prices or the ramp-up of the
corresponding technologies.
AS regional/national
Energy provision and supply as part of the sector coupling promotion can be used
as a supporting mechanism, namely as ancillary services and remuneration scheme
for these kinds of services.
Ancillary services are a set of measured a system operator or generation unit owners
undertake to provide support for energy supply operations
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In combination with flexibility measures, sector coupling utilisation will lead to an
elevated amount of electricity available. This excessive amount of power could then
be translated into ancillary services, thus supporting the entire logistic supply chain
of power.

Figure 15: Ancillary Services within Redispatch 2.0[42]

4.2

Denmark

About the years from 2020 – 2030, the Danish Energy Agency writes in its reflection
on how to adapt the energy system to increased flexibility needs[43]: “The [Climate
Act from 6th 2019] includes a legally binding target to reduce greenhouse gases by
70% by 2030 (relative to 1990 level) followed up by a Climate Action Plan in 2020
which also presented strategies and initiatives on energy islands, PtX and many
more. Meanwhile, Denmark still aims at having a 100% renewable electricity sector
by 2030.”
Further, the report concludes that for Denmark, a market-based development will
remain the main driver for flexibility, so the market design will continue to be
updated. However, as “low hanging fruit” of flexibility is becoming unavailable, new
flexibility options will need to be developed, such as sector coupling, and that
digitalisation takes a key role. Effectively, consumer flexibility, especially in heating
and transport will be a key pillar.
The following subsections will offer an overview of recent and ongoing updates to
the market conditions for flexibility in Denmark and outline a few exemplary
business models developing in this framework.
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4.2.1

Local and Regional Flexibility Markets

Following the European electricity market directive from 2019 and the energy
package from 2020, a number of new laws and regulations have been introduced
that will affect the local use of flexibility. The use of time-differentiated tariffs is
considered one form of flexibility activation by DSOs. However, the legal framework
for flexibility markets for local flexibility down to low-voltage feeder levels is under
establishment.
These flexibility markets are intended to include both contracted and reserve-based
flexibility products to be traded directly between the respective DSO and flexibility
provider. Flexibility providers may be both single connection points and aggregated
resources represented by an aggregator entity.
The types of services specified may include either
1) Planned activations, and
2) Conditional activations (reserves)
It is not defined which form the service may take – a maximum power or deviation
from a baseline. A procedure for baseline-based
The tender process has been specified into five phases: i. initial publication of the
tender, ii. prequalification, iii. competition, iv. evaluation and contracting, v. tests. It
is estimated that the process will initially take about 4 months, but that it can be
sped up with time.
Overall, the expected process and conditions for flexibility services is similar to the
results presented by the ECOGRID2.0 project on the same subject.
4.2.2

National Flexibility Markets

The market conditions for production and consumption in the Danish electricity
system are being adapted to enable the green transition and to allow for flexibility
markets to develop and accommodate European market integration.
For European integration, Denmark follows the ENTSO-e implementation of an
international market for automatic and manual frequency regulation reserves
(mFRR and aFRR), via the platforms MARI and PICASSO, respectively. The adaptation
to European regulations also includes a harmonized imbalance settlement where
consumption and production imbalances may be summed up with respect to the
market position of a BRP. The market time resolution will be switched on 22.05.2023,
from currently 1 hour to 15 minutes[44].
The Danish flexibility markets are also under development at the national level.
Recent developments are partly still under development and in consultation with
the authorities so the details are not final. The following three developments
present the perspective of an observer who is not actively involved in the
negotiations and consultations.
1.

New aggregator model for imbalance settlement
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The Danish electricity market actors have been considering various aggregator
models in the past years[45]. One key challenge for flexibility operators remained
who are not registered as BRPs: flexibility activations may cause imbalances to third
parties. A problem is here that the process of imbalance settlement is complex and
may pose a barrier for market entry to aggregator businesses.
A new mechanism is now in consultation which is meant to alleviate this barrier. It
enables to flexibility aggregation based on sub-metering using a new model of
imbalance compensation which allows imbalance settlement using gross estimates
for the portfolio (in DK this is called the “Finnish model”).
This new method is being developed at ENERGINET in consultation with
stakeholders[46]. The method has not been released for public consultation yet.
2.

New tariff designs

Several changes to the tariff designs are under way[47], including among others
capacity-based tariffs, time-differentiated tariffs, geographically differentiated
tariffs for energy producers and connection of consumption with limited reliability /
interruptible connection points. The grid tariffs will in the future be requested
mainly by the DSO (TSO-DSO model) to enable better incentive compatibility for
TSO/DSO interactions.
Specifically relevant for flexibility is the reduced tariff for interruptible customers;
connected to the transmission system requires that the respective customer can be
disconnected on short notice[48]. The current proposal is in consultation with the
national authority, the Danish Utility Regulator (Forsyningstilsynet). A pilot project is
ongoing which investigates the feasibility of a similar tariff for customers connected
to distribution networks.
3.

New definitions of Points of Connection (PoC) for ”Self-owned
production”

The traditional concept of “self-owned production” (DK “egenproducent”, DE
“Eigenverbrauch”, EN alternative “own consumption”) requires a full
correspondence between PoC and cadaster (land register) entry. A new setup has
been proposed which is meant to enable various business models for energy
communities, sector coupling and hybrid power plants.
It proposes two additional definitions:
a) “own consumption” with extended geography
o

Removes the requirement of a single cadaster entry for all
units.

b) “own consumption” with several owners
o

The production, storage and consumption plants behind a
connection point do not have to be below to a single legal
entity.
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In both new cases the interconnection capacity may be defined flexibly, and is not
directly determined by the installed installation sizes (which used to be the case).
Also the above mentioned new “interruptible” tariff is applicable.
4.2.3

Emerging Business models regarding flexibility management

Business models are emerging in several paradigms, based on the above-mentioned
markets, but also due to sector coupling and emerging energy technologies.
The areas where businesses are developed include: Aggregator businesses, energy communities (consumer and industrial), heat sector coupling where utilities increasingly invest in large scale heat pumps and also long-term (seasonal) heat storage. The bulk
power system is increasingly considering large renewable power plants as sources of
flexibility through updated regulations and the wind industry is developing the business
if “hybrid power plants” that include bulk storage and PtX facilities under the same connection point. As utilities are increasingly challenged in the complexities of flexibility-related business plans and asset management, also new service companies emerge that
enable network planners to account for flexibility.
To exemplify the Danish companies thriving in the flexibility related sectors we list a few
below. Of the listed businesses, some are quite new whereas others have already established a strong foothold in the market for several years.






Aggregator businesses offering flexiblity
o

Neogrid Technologies ApS[49] – modeling, control and aggregation of heat
consumers, focus on building heat consumption flexibility; successful
product: PREHEAT

o

True Energy[50] have a focus services related to on EV home charging
(SmartCharge) and aggregation (BigBattery), and is extending to electricity
services such as Smart Home and PV systems (TrueSolar).

Energy communities
o

EnyDay[51] offers a platform to facilitate citizen energy communities, originating in a well-established Danish model for cooperative housing. In the
project FLEX-CEC[52], which is lead by EnyDay, the partners will develop
three cases for citizen energy communities for flexibility services, each
with different CEC business models: led by a platform, led by a utility, and
led by a municipality. Flexibility services are meant to be stacked, offering
flexibility to both BRPs and the local DSO.

o

Greenlab skive[53] is a recently established industrial (multi-sectoral) energy cluster, which builds on the extended model of self-consumption
(currently under a special regulatory scheme), as it combines behind one
connection point 26MW solar power, 54MW wind power and an industrial
cluster of consumers that both utilize the energy and exchange process
heat (e.g. biofuels production, PtX, and others).

Heat-sector and sector coupling
o

The Danish district heating sector (which supplies about 64% of DK households[54] is under transformation, as large combined heat power plants
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have been phased out or converted to biomass. Utilities are increasingly
seeking alternative heat supply sources. One example is the cooperation
of the Copenhagen area district heat network operator VEKS and the industry CP Kelco[55] where surplus heat is fed into the district heating network[56]
o






Individual heat pumps will be replacing oil burners or electric heating in
most of the remaining households.

Traders with specialization in flexibility
o

CENTRICA Energy Trading, previously NEAS energy[57]; BRP and energy
trader specialized in aggregating district heat CHP and heat pumps; Heat
supply aggregation and flexibility management

o

InCommodities[58], founded in 2017 which is now a leading trader in
short-term electricity markets

Hybrid power plant businesses
o

VESTAS Wind Systems A/S (Vestas.com) is offering turnkey energy
plants[59], which includes co-siting of wind farms with PV, and energy
storage

o

Energy Islands (“energiø” [60] - is a national plan to co-site large scale

o

Better Energy[61] is an renewable energy project developer specialized in
rural projects that establish a cooperation between the energy investment
and the local community.

Planning services for utilities (Flexibility)

UTILIGIZE ApS[62] offers its AssetLife product series to utility companies
with both maintenance and forecasting product components, which allow
utilities in the electricity and district heating sectors to appreciate the
value of asset and potential value of flexibility.
This list is not considered comprehensive, and the authors appreciate any mention of
other relevant examples and important players in the field. Unmentioned remain the
significant efforts in the Danish utilities and network operators to transform their current operations along with the incentives and pressures of the green transition and the
massive changes in the utility regulation.
o

4.3
4.3.1

Norway
Regional[63]

REGIONAL
Scenario 1. Extended Electricity Market Co-operation (Transmission)
The horizontal integration of the Nordic and North European electricity markets is
developed further by adding additional transmission capacity.
In this scenario, Nordic energy co-operation focuses on the common electricity
market and the need for additional flexibility by improving exploration of the
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synergies between electricity technology mixes and load profiles across national
borders. This is done by removing bottlenecks in the electricity grid by expanding
the transmission capacity between and within the Nordic countries, as well as
through additional coordination between the power exchanges in order to facilitate
bi-national trade.
The electricity network is dimensioned beyond the current Nordic and Entso-E
network developing plans in order to benefit from diversified installed generation
capacities. This will allow consumers to benefit from low-cost renewable generation
in other regions and from flexible resources such as hydropower plants in order to
balance variable generation in other regions.
This scenario increases the trade in electricity in northern Europe and enables
flexibility at the systemic level. The ideology behind it builds on the general view of
many people that the electricity market is synonymous with Nordic energy cooperation, since historically it has been a great success, is clearly defined and is easy
to develop further. Energy policies for the other energy sectors are implemented
sector by sector.
LOCAL
Scenario 2. Coherent Energy Market Co-operation (Targeted/Coordinated Markets)
In this scenario, targeted markets are developed that solve specific problems.
Examples are
•

markets for renewable energy

•

reliability or capacity markets

•

local community markets.

Nordic energy co-operation works across these markets in order to ensure coherent
linkages with the common electricity market.
Decentralized markets operated by a local system operator or community manager
that allow small scale trades might facilitate peer-to-peer trading in the spirit of the
community or ensure distributed grid adequacy and reliability. By coordinating the
linkage to the electricity market, Nordic countries can benefit by using local and
regional resources to release the low-hanging fruit of flexibility options and thereby
obtain a low system cost overall.
Separate markets for renewables exist today, such as the Green Certificate market
and the auction markets for renewable energy deployment. These market-based
support schemes are being promoted
by the EU, the auction schemes apparently being especially favoured by many EU
member states. Due to the near-zero marginal short-term costs of many renewable
energy technologies, it seems beneficial to have competitive auction markets
ensuring a certain capacity deployment at the lowest cost while ensuring that the
long-term costs are recovered for renewables.
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The split between an electricity (energy-only) market and the renewable energy
auction markets could imply a new role for the former, especially with a future
system based mainly on renewable sources of energy. The auction markets would
provide the system with a certain capacity, while the residual electricity market
would become a "flexibility" (price-elastic) market with a generally low price level in
hours with abundant electricity supply compared to demand – and vice versa, with
high prices in hours of scarce supply.
By coordinating their renewable energy markets, the Nordic countries can create a
level playing field for renewable energy capacity in order to reduce the costs of
variations in the hourly supply (and thereby also electricity price variations) by
creating a large geographical market.
Likewise, another possible future split between the markets could be initiated from
the consumption side, as a large number of them have almost price-inelastic
demand, so that they are more interested in a reliable supply than in a pricesensitive electricity market. A "reliability" market could be organized as a market for
"inflexible" generation and demand with more long-term price-setting, leaving the
electricity market as a residual price-elastic market. As with the renewable energy
market split, in this case the electricity market would also have more volatile prices,
providing incentives to flexible actors to adjust their consumption and generation.
However, in this case both the consumption and generation sides can hedge a stable
total price by taking a large portion of their demand or supply from the reliability
market.
Nordic co-operation between these markets would ensure larger markets and thus
more stable prices and lower overall costs. Since the targeted markets would be
created in order to solve specific problems, other future markets could occur
alongside or instead of the examples mentioned above.
Deliverable
D5.5
of
the
project
deals
with
Energy
Trading
MarketDemonstrationDeployment of the +Trondheim Energy Trading Solution
+CityxChange. Within the +CityxChange project, the overall scope is to fuel the
process of city blocks and city districts from being energy negative to becoming
energy positive. This process includes establishing and demonstrating how diﬀerent
incentives for setting market driven value of ﬂexibility and other local renewable
resources will support and strengthen this process. By designing, developing, and
deploying a fully digital operated local market, an arena is established to enable a
demonstration within the project scope and plan (Figure 16)[64].
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Figure 16: The Common Energy Market within +CityxChange project processes from prototypes of
technology and systems to enabling the DPEB (positive energy block/district).[65]

An important basis for the operation of the Nordic power market is clear roles with
deﬁned mandates and responsibilities. The approach for deploying the local energy
market was to adopt relevant elements from the general market and make them ﬁt
in a local energy environment.
Highly digitised solutions enabling a high degree of automation is a prerequisite for
end-customers becoming active market participants, and together with adaptations
in rules and regulations, lays the foundation for the democratisation of the energy
system. Also, utilisation and exploitation of local ﬂexibility are essential to optimise
city-level energy resources to obtain Positive Energy Blocks and Positive Energy
Districts.
The trading platform was developed to demonstrate local energy trading. With
complex interactions that are happening in the local market setting, there is a need
to orchestrate the ﬂows between forecasting, grid calculation, problem detection
and trading in the local market (Figure 17). This is served by a rule-based customised
system for each asset and deployment and takes care of executing the tasks based on the
evaluation of the rule conditions. The rule-based customised system is outlined and executed as
a predeﬁned strategy for each asset modelled in AlgoTrader.
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Figure 17: The relation between the building blocks to enable local market operation.

The actual data ﬂow to enable automated local trading is described in Figure 18. The
most important data is metered kWh/h. These data are used for both calculating
predicted kWh/h to be used for establishing bids and oﬀers, and for settlement
purposes.

Figure 18 Trade process local power market - from bid to invoicing.
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4.3.2

National

The NordFlex pilot project aims to develop the future electricity grid in Norway by
facilitating more flexible power consumption while using available flexibility offers
from industrial, commercial buildings or households[66]. In addition, this project
aims to develop and test technology and business models to provide more efficient
and sustainable power grids[67]. The background behind the coming about of this
project is the understanding that the future withholds an increased RES penetration
and electrification of sectors, which will directly affect the need for more flexibility
opportunities.
The goal of NorFlex is to investigate how increased access to flexibility markets and
increased utilisation of flexibility could be induced. In addition, this project will aim
at shaving damand peaks and lower electricity bills. “The network companies in the
project will be the first to have the opportunity to use this flexibility, for example to
reduce or postpone new investments to achieve more secure network
operation.“ Flexibility surplus will be aggregated and become available within
Norway’s TSO, Statnett’s, manual Frequency Restoration Reserve (mFRR), which
supports frequency stabilisation by balancing power of the power grid via activation
by the TSO. This pilot project shall provide insights on how distributed flexibility can
be utilized for grid operations. For instance, Bottlenecks can be avoided by reducing
end user consumption for short periods of time, namely boilers and EV charging. It
is crucial for this project to be able to show how aggregation, trading and activation
can be done automatically. This is vital for the Norwegian TSO as it cannot host a
small offer volume.
4.4

Sweden

Several scenarios were analysed within a study in accordance with the energy policy
agreement reached by a majority of the Swedish parliament in June 2016. For this
analysis, it was assumed that nuclear power plants will be decommissioned by 2030
and the power grid will be predominantly running on renewable energies, namely
solar, wind and water. In addition, one scenario included a formidable integration
of storage on the customer’s side alongside an increased number of prosumers[68].
4.4.1

Regional

Sweden has set itself the goal of reaching 100% renewable power by 2040[69].
As mentioned in section 3.4, the shtlmflex project and its goal – local flexibility
market in the greater area of Stockholm, as well as improving communications
between TSOs and DSOs and between DSOs and DSOs, was introduced in 2021 and
first trial and market potential was investigated and drafted resulted in showing the
need for flexibility during winter time also in dependency of winter severity[70]. This
mechanism was operating between November 2021 and end of March 2022 and will
be open for winter 2022/2023. During this time the participating SOs shall buy
flexibility as:


hourly products on a day ahead and intraday basis in NODES near
term, activation price only (ShortFlex) market; and
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weekly availability products, that consist both of an activation and an
availability price (LongFlex); and



seasonal availability products, that consist both of an activation and
an availability price (LongFlex)[71].

As this model was first introduced in 2021, this model supposed to be a regional
trading model for the next few years.
This model will serve the entire so-called ”Storstockholm” combining all 26
municipalities of Stockholm’s metropolitan region, and therefore is to be regarded
as local-regional market scheme.
In addition, a major aspect investigated was DSM and its potential at the customer
level. This is necessary, as the natural conditions do not perfectly fit the
consumption patterns. Therefore, frequency reserves are examined regarding their
activation time, repeatability, and stamina (for how long they can serve as a reserve).
The study showed that the majority of Sweden’s customers choose contracts for
their electricity supply which have variable monthly prices. This means that they are
based on the volume-weighted average of the month’s hourly price. Unfortunately,
this means also that they are based on the consumption profile of the area the
customers live in. Consequently, it is impossible for individual customers to impact
their retail price, as the community has a direct influence on the price which is finally
set. The day-ahead market price does thus not reach the customers and demand
side flexibility becomes impossible or at least unattractive.
The proposed solution is that the metering in private households is changed to an
hourly one. Prices are the settled on a daily basis, then. The result is a social benefit
coming from enabling the customer to participate in demand side management and
profiting from flexible prices. This benefit is potentially able to compensate the
additional costs coming up with n investment into a modern metering system.
Additionally, efforts to enable products promoting demand side flexibility in form of
such which are offered by the electricity marketplaces need to be continued. This is
so, as the absolute prices are less suitable for flexible customers who want to
influence their costs by moving loads without impacting the overall energy
consumption. Ei, Swedish Energy Markets Inspectorate in charge of monitoring the
electricity market and regulating the SOs, wants to work on products which are
offered on the day-ahead as well as the intra-day market. These shall then be added
to the final product list and adapted to demand side flexibility requirements[68].
4.4.2

National[68]

Svenska Kaftnät started a project to develop a strategy to enable demand side
flexibility as a frequency reserve. Therefore, Ei proposes that Svenska Kaftnät
receives to Government mandates. First, they should do an inquiry on how the
prerequisites for automatic reserves on customer side can be promoted. Potential
measures might be the introduction of marginal pricing of capacity, an increase of
transparency regarding the price and support for investments which are necessary
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to participate on a market for automatic reserves. Second, they should examine how
consumption bids can be promoted on the regulating power market via e.g.,
electronic activation. As well as how the requirements for minimum bid size can be
reduced.
Further, a publication on real time information about the regulating power market,
such as price and volume, shall be done. This leads to the next additional point to
tackle in the inquiry: information on how electricity market actors can proceed to
offer bods to the regulation power market. Additional information for balance
responsible parties is needed to inform them about possibilities to enable them to
exceed their feed-in and outtake contracts when they provide flexibility. Before all
efforts to be as permissive as possible towards demand side flexibility stands the
security and stability of the grid. Therefore, the requirements to secure and stabilise
the grid need to be further evaluated.
Lastly, the aggregator role needs to be analysed and developed continuously. To do
so, Ei works on the analysis of the aggregator role to adapt the Nordic electricity
market as efficient as possible. As the role is under development in the European
legislation, this work will be done in several steps.


VRE should be exposed to the market signal e.g., the support has to
be linked to the market price



Incentives for VRE operators to act flexibly are necessary

4.5
4.5.1

Other Countries in the EU
Regional

Energy community
Although mentioned in some sectioned above that the concept of Energy
Community was implemented to some extent in Scandinavian countries,
implementing this concept might still take a long time in some countries within the
EU.
Energy community refers to a wide range of common initiatives in the energy sector.
It involves citizen participation to form an energy exchange system within the
adjacent area of the that community[72].
The so-called clean energy package is a framework adopted by the EU to induce
decarbonisation of the EU’s energy sector. This framework introduced several
directives for promoting making efficient use of electricity in buildings and usage of
renewable energies, thereunder two, in which the concept of two kinds of energy
communities were mentioned, namely Citizen energy community[73] and
Renewable energy community[74].
Moreover, The Clean Energy Package takes acknowledging more concretely of the
role of consumers and citizens in the energy transition. The different legislative
proposals of the package, and more specifically the Electricity Directive and the
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Renewable Energy Directive contributed to the coming about of a new stakeholder
entity, i.e. “Prosumer” (a portmanteau of producer and consumer).
Ideally, an EC will be constituted of consumer, prosumer and generation units (incl.
storage systems) and energy trading occurs within the EC in form of direct selling
from the producer onto the consumer in a so-called peer-to-peer trading. Additional
important roles within the EC are physical balancing, financial balancing and ECoperator, which can be assumed by different entities in a variety of constellations,
for instance the DSO can assume the role of the physical aspect and grid operations,
whereas EC-operator can be a peer within the community and an external broker
can oversee the finance side when selling and buying power to the outside world.

Figure 19: Interaction constellation of an Energy Community with the "outside wolrd"

Peer-to-Peer trading
In traditional power supply the consumer purchases electricity from utilities or
retailors through fixed tariff.
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Peer-to-Peer (P2P) trading describes the selling and buying of electricity between
two (or several) entities connected to a power grid. This trading can be achieved
either by monetary or non-monetary means.
Conventional trading agreements involving physical (cash) or digital
(Cryptocurrencies). “Unconventional” trading involves change of goods in a barter or
a Local Exchange Trading System (LETS) form or another “payment” method (e.g.
pseudo-currency).

Figure 20 Different constellation of trading concepts

“Local exchange trading systems are locally organized economic organizations that
allow members to participate in the exchange of goods and services among others
in the group. Local Exchange Trading Systems (LETS) use a locally created currency
as denominations of units of value which can be traded or bartered in exchange for
goods or services. Members of LETS typically view the systems as organized and
cooperative schemes that maximize purchasing power while benefiting members
and the community.”[75]
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Figure 21 Communal networking trading scheme

As mentioned above, P2P electricity trading takes place on an interconnected
platform, where consumers and producers can trade the energy directly. In this way,
the energy generators can sell their energy locally to consumers at the desired price
through the platform, when the offer and demand offer a match. The purchase
procedure is characterised by bids in a time frame of 15 min.

Figure 22 Structure of P2P Electricity trading model

The illustration above shows the interconnectivity between different entities, taking
a community consisting of prosumers, consumers and aggregators. All of them are
interconnected individually on a virtual layer with integrated energy management
system (EMS). This layer or platform enables the trade of energy assets between
each other[76].
But this business model can be performed even on a large scale. P2P electricity
trading can be carried out among neighbours within a community or also in a more
expanded way, which enables electricity trading among communities within a region
as shown in following illustration. A community can represent several producers,
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prosumers or consumers, aggregate the flexibility assets, and trade them directly
with other communities[77].

Figure 23 P2P Electrcitiy Trading Concept

P2P energy trading is a very effective model for promoting flexibility. In the context
of a well-functioning P2P trade, private individuals could become prosumers and
not only promote flexibility, but also help to shape it. The way of trading is
advantageous for both sides, as producer and consumer can trade the assets at the
price convenient to each other in a particular time frame. So far, over ten projects
have been initiated across Europe and market platforms have been tested as a
demo in different EU countries[31].
At the moment P2P plattforms are tested within research projects. One of the main
obstacle is the regulatory framework in regard to installation of new grids and the
direct trade, especially between local producers and consumers. In addition, this
form of energy trade is heavily depending on the introduction of iMSys and has not
progressed in many countries yet[78].
4.5.2

National

The concept of “Flexibridge” refers to a platform, with which balancing groups and
ECs can communicate and trade energy by making flexibility offers available in cases
of surplus or deficit within the local grid. The aim of forming such an architecture is
to build a bridge between two or more Energy Communities which are apart from
each other, also theoretically across states and countries and are also separated by
grids operated by different SOs. Thus, the two grids cannot be connected physically,
and a balancing approach is needed is provided by the Flexibridge as to enable of
energy flexibility trading between the two balancing groups.
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Figure 24: Functional implementation of the Flexibridge

The LECs are connected via a third balancing group which acts as the “Flexibridge”.
The bridge consists of balancing between two (or more) separated LECs, as they
cannot be physically connected. The Flexibridge will be managed by a Balancing
Service Provider (BSP).
This concept is being investigated in Germany at the moment as for setting a
groundwork for future flexibility markets for ECs.
The ECs will operate by their own, providing and trading energy within the
community in a P2P manner within the EC, until reaching a point of surplus or deficit.
At this point the EC will communicate to other ECs and will sell/buy power using a
pre-determined trading currency, e.g. monetary (Euro or crypto) or non-monetary
(barter-trade scheme). Each EC is also a balancing group and therefore need to be
physically balanced by a balancing responsible party. Due to unbundling constraints,
whereas production and supply are separated from the financial side as to not allow
emergence of monopoly, financial balancing is being carried out by another party
assuming the role of reconciliation/remuneration accountable party aggregating
financial remuneration in a so-called accounting point[79].
in order for this concept to work, there is a need for a normalized value of energy
and a global energy trading currency.
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5 CONCLUSION
The expansion of RES, as well as electrification plans of different sectors, are
accompanied by a increased need for utilizing flexibility measures, in order to
overcome fluctuations in energy production.
Many European countries have already implemented regulations and expansion
acts for promoting high penetration rate of RES into their power grid. The need for
flexibility in the power grid and thus establishing a market for that purpose was
identified and acted upon, which is visible in a variety of flexibility trading markets.
Furthermore, many countries, thereunder those of the consortium partner,
established schemes for how those markets should look like in the future.
The different electricity markets in Europe show they recognise the dynamic change
in power supply and already undertaken some measures in order to foster and
facilitate such changes including enabling integration of more and more RES as well
as introducing the electrification of different sectors into the systems and
developing measures to deal with the increasing amount.
There are many initiatives and ideas throughout Europe for making the power
system more efficient, stable and reliable, which directly ensure continuous supply
chain. Those initiatives can be observed from the local/regional all the way to the
national level and one can assume also eventually to the international levels.
As fostering this kind of needs to the power system is rather new, implementing a
variety of methods will help sought after a silver-bullet solution, or several silver
bullets to reach this goal of robust, safe and reliable trans-national power system.

6 ANNEX A – TITLE ANNEX A
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Table 6 Values for extablishing flexbility amoun1t

Basics (financial year 2016)
based on the balance sheet/income statement/statistics of the year 2016
quantity of sales /
distribution grid

18.068.737

kWh

quantity of sales / energy
retail

60.558.666

kWh

income / distribution grid

986.040,55

€

10.750.071,38

€

income / energy retail
income
costs / distribution grid

1.495.035,82

€

costs / energy retail

7.158.864,81

€

costs
contribution margin

11.736.111,93

€

8.653.900,63

€

3.082.211,30

€

These positions with regard to the market roles in
the unbundled regulatory market environment in
Germany
amount of electricity in the distribution grid

1

78.627.403

kWh

(GOFLEX, D9.2 Business Models and KPIs, 2017)

ERA-Net Smart Energy Systems
This project has received funding in the framework of the joint programming
Systems, with support from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and

initiative ERA-Net Smart
innovation programme.

Energy

flexibility in the distribution
grid

0
%

0

kWh

assumed used flexibility in this business case

0
%

0

kWh

quantity of sales /
distribution grid

18.068.737

kWh

quantity of sales / energy
retail

60.558.666

kWh

income / distribution grid

986.040,55

€

10.750.071,38

€

Assumed Development by trading flexibility

income / energy retail
income
costs / distribution grid

1.495.035,82

€

costs / energy retail

7.158.864,81

€

costs
contribution margin
These positions are regarding to the market roles
amount of electricity in the distribution grid

78.627.403

kWh

flexibility in the distribution
grid

0
%

0

kWh

assumed used flexibility in this business case

0
%

0

kWh
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11.736.111,93

€

8.653.900,63

€

3.082.211,30

€

2

11,736,111.93
8,653,900.63

15,000,000.00
10,000,000.00

3,082,211.30

5,000,000.00

income
costs
contribution
margin

0.00
income
Figure 25 Assumed Development by trading flexibility for SWW as service provider for Prosumers, micro grids
and flexible consumers

2

(GOFLEX, D9.2 Business Models and KPIs, 2017)

ERA-Net Smart Energy Systems
This project has received funding in the framework of the joint programming
initiative ERA-Net Smart Energy Systems, with support from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme.
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